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Abstract — This paper presents a new parallel storage
management approach which supports the allocation of shared
storage bandwidth on a per-application basis. Existing parallel
storage systems are unable to differentiate I/Os from different
applications and meet per-application bandwidth requirement.
This limitation presents a hurdle for applications to achieve their
desired performance, which will become even more challenging
as high-performance computing (HPC) systems continue to scale
up with respect to both the amount of available resources and the
number of concurrent applications. This paper proposes a novel
solution to address this challenge through the virtualization of
parallel file systems (PFSes). Such PFS virtualization is achieved
with user-level PFS proxies, which interpose between native PFS
clients and servers and schedule the I/Os from different
applications according to the resource sharing algorithm (e.g.,
SFQ(D)). In this way, virtual PFSes can be created on a perapplication basis, each with a specific bandwidth share allocated
according to its I/O requirement. This approach is applicable to
different PFS-based parallel storage systems and can be
transparently integrated with existing as well as future HPC
systems. A prototype of this approach is implemented upon
PVFS2, a widely used PFS, and evaluated with experiments using
a typical parallel I/O benchmark (IOR). Results show that this
approach’s overhead is very small and it achieves effective
proportional sharing under different usage scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION
High-performance computing (HPC) systems are important
tools for solving challenging problems in many science and
engineering domains. In such systems, parallel storage systems
are widely used to provide high-performance storage I/Os to
the applications. Applications in an HPC system typically share
access to the storage infrastructure through a parallel file
system (PFS) based software layer [1][2][3][4]. The I/O
bandwidth that an application can get from the parallel storage
system is critical to its performance, because it decides how
fast they can read and write its data. In a large HPC system, it
is common to have multiple applications running at the same
time which may have distinct I/O characteristics and
requirements. However, an existing parallel storage system is
unable to recognize these different application I/O workloads
— it only sees generic I/O requests arriving from the compute
nodes. The storage system is also incapable of satisfying the
applications’ different I/O bandwidth needs — it is architected
to meet the throughput requirement for the entire system. These
limitations prevent applications from efficiently utilizing the
HPC resources while achieving their desired Quality of Service
(QoS). This problem will become more severe as HPC systems
continue to grow in size and have more applications running
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concurrently, thereby presenting a hurdle for the further scaleup of HPC systems to support many large, data-intensive
applications.
This paper presents a novel approach to addressing the
challenges in application QoS driven storage resource
management, in order to support the allocation of storage
bandwidth on a per-application basis as well as the efficient
executions of applications with different I/O demands.
Specifically, this new approach provides per-application
storage I/O bandwidth allocation based on the virtualization of
the existing PFSes. Such PFS virtualization is realized with
user-level proxies that run on the PFS servers, interpose I/Os
from compute nodes, and schedule them according to the
storage bandwidth allocation. In this way, virtual PFSes are
dynamically created upon shared PFS deployment and physical
storage resources on a per-application basis, where each virtual
PFS gets a specific share of the overall storage bandwidth
based on its application’s needs. This technique has the
potential to enable efficient storage management according to
application I/O demand and QoS requirement.
The proposed approach is prototyped upon PVFS2 (Parallel
Virtual File System [3]), one of the major PFS
implementations. Its performance overhead and effectiveness
on bandwidth allocation are evaluated with experiments using a
representative parallel I/O benchmark (IOR). The results show
that the throughput overhead from proxy-based virtualization is
less than 3% compared to the native PVFS2; meanwhile the
I/O scheduling (SFQ(D)) implemented upon this virtualization
can achieve very good proportional sharing for both symmetric
and asymmetric setups.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces background and related work. Section III gives
design and implementation details. Section IV presents an
experimental evaluation and Section V concludes this paper.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
A. Background and Motivation
In a typical HPC system, applications access their data on a
parallel storage system which mainly consists of a PFS and its
associated storage networks and devices. PFS provides the
bridge between the compute and storage infrastructures which
are typically connected via a high-speed network. A modern
PFS [1][2][3][4] consists of clients, data servers, and metadata
servers. PFS clients often run on compute nodes and provide
the interface to the storage system. Metadata servers are
responsible for the management of file naming, data location,
and file locking. Data servers are responsible for performing

reads and writes on application data, which are usually striped
across multiple disks for high throughput.
The parallel storage in an HPC system is often considered
as opaque by the applications: it is shared by the compute
nodes and serves applications’ I/Os in a best-effort manner. As
the size of HPC systems grows, it becomes common to have
multiple complex parallel and non-parallel applications running
concurrently in the same system. Because parallel storage is
typically shared by all the compute nodes, it has to service the
concurrent I/O requests from all the applications. The storage
system is not designed to recognize the different I/Os from
applications — it only sees generic I/O requests arriving from
the compute nodes. Neither is the storage system designed to
satisfy the different performance requirements from
applications — it is only tuned to satisfy the throughput
requirement for the entire system.
However, HPC applications may differ by up to seven
orders of magnitude in their I/O performance requirements [7].
For example, WRF [8] requires hundreds of Megabytes of
inputs and outputs at the beginning and end of its execution;
mpiBLAST [9] needs to load Gigabytes of database only
before starting its execution; S3D [10] writes out Gigabytes of
restart files periodically in order to tolerate failures during its
execution. Moreover, applications running on an HPC system
can have different priorities, e.g., due to different levels of
urgency or business value, which also requires different levels
of performance for the application I/Os. Since the bandwidth
available on a parallel storage system is limited, applications
with such distinct I/O needs have to compete for the shared
storage bandwidth without any isolation. Therefore, perapplication storage bandwidth allocation is key to delivering
the application’s desired QoS, which is generally lacking in
existing HPC systems.
Static allocation of PFS data servers to applications can
only achieve coarse-grained bandwidth allocation and it is also
impractical because large volumes of data cannot be easily
swapped in and out as applications do. Some systems limit the
number of PFS clients that an application can access [5][6].
This approach ensures that an application always gets certain
storage bandwidth, but it cannot support effective bandwidth
allocation because the PFS servers are still shared by all the
applications without any isolation.

Various scheduling algorithms have been investigated in
the related storage management solutions. In particular,
proportional resource sharing can be realized through fair
queuing based algorithms such as Start-Time Fair Queueing
(SFQ [18]), which can achieve both work-conserving and
strong fairness. SFQ was originally proposed for the scheduling
of network resources among competing flows, and it was later
extended to support the resource scheduling of a storage system
(SFQ(D) [17]). Other algorithms considered for storage
resource scheduling include virtual clock based, leaky bucket
based, and credit based scheduling for proportional sharing
[12][17][19], EDF based scheduling for latency guarantees
[15], feedback-control based request rate throttling [20],
latency measurements based adaptive control of request queue
lengths [21], and online modeling based scheduling of multilayer storage resources [22].
The majority of the storage resource schedulers in the
literature focus on the allocation of a single storage resource
(e.g., a storage server or device, a cluster of interchangeable
storage resources) and address the local throughput or latency
objectives. A few related projects also considered global
proportional bandwidth sharing for a distributed, parallel
storage system [23][24]. In particular, DSFQ [24] is a
distributed SFQ algorithm that can realize total service
proportional sharing across all the storage resources where the
workloads can get service from.
However, the effectiveness of these I/O schedulers is
unknown for a PFS-based parallel storage system, which can
be mainly attributed to the fact that there is no existing
mechanism that allows effective per-application bandwidth
allocation in such a system. Our proposed PFS virtualization
approach can bridge this gap by enabling such parallel I/O
scheduling study and this paper will also present the results
from evaluating SFQ(D) on a virtualized PFS deployment.
Finally, there is related work that also adopts the approach
of adding a layer upon an existing PFS deployment in order to
extend its functionality or optimize its performance
[26][27][28]. This paper’s work is complementary to these
efforts as it focuses on the parallel storage bandwidth allocation
which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been addressed
before.

B. Related Work
Storage resource management has been studied in the
related work in order to service competing I/O workloads and
meet their desired throughput and/or latency goals. Such
management can be embedded in the shared storage resource’s
internal scheduler (e.g., disk schedulers) [11][12][13][14],
which has direct control over the resource but requires the
internal scheduler to be accessible and modifiable. The
management can also be implemented via virtualization by
interposing a layer between clients and their shared storage
resources [15][16][17]. Virtualization-based approaches do not
need any knowledge of the storage resource’s internals or any
changes to its implementation. It is transparent to the existing
storage deployments and can support different types of storage
systems. The PFS virtualization proposed in this paper is of this
type and it can offer these benefits to the resource management
of PFS-based storage systems.

A. Design
Because PFS is the core component of parallel storage
management and the main interface between compute and
storage infrastructure, this paper proposes to achieve perapplication storage resource allocation at the PFS layer. A PFS
is designed for general-purpose usage for various types of
applications, but it is unable to differentiate their I/Os, which
are treated as generic data and metadata requests from the
compute nodes. A PFS is deployed statically along with the
storage devices, structured and tuned to meet the overall
throughput target of the entire system, but it is difficult to
customize a PFS configuration according to a specific
application’s bandwidth needs or to create PFS instances that
are tuned on demand for specific application runs.
Our proposed approach addresses these limitations by
virtualizing existing PFS deployments so that virtual PFSes can
be dynamically created on a per-application basis to provide
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Figure 1. The architecture of PFS virtualization

applications with fine-grained bandwidth allocation. The key to
such PFS virtualization is to insert a layer of indirection upon
the shared physical software (native PFS) and hardware
systems (storage bandwidth) so that isolated virtual systems
(virtual PFS) can be created with the desired new
functionalities and behaviors (per-application bandwidth
allocation). The idea behind such virtualization is consistent
with other types of virtualization in computer systems such as
virtual memory and virtual machines.
Specifically, PFS virtualization can be realized through
user-level PFS proxies interposed between native PFS clients
and servers (Figure 1). With this technique, a virtual PFS is
created by spawning a proxy on every PFS server that the
application needs for access to its data. These proxies broker
the application’s I/Os across the parallel storage, where the
requests issued to a data server are first processed and queued
by its local proxy and then forwarded to the native PFS server
for the actual data access. A proxy can be shared by multiple
virtual PFSes as the proxy instantiates multiple I/O queues to
handle the different I/O streams separately. The indirection
provided by the PFS proxies forms a layer of virtualization,
which allows virtual PFSes to be dynamically created on a perapplication basis and to multiplex the physical storage
according to the bandwidth allocation in a manner that is
transparent to the native PFS. A PFS proxy can enable various
scheduling algorithms to achieve different storage resource
management objectives, because it can monitor and control the
I/Os received from the clients. In particular, proportional
sharing scheduling can be implemented upon the proxy-based
virtualization layer to allocate bandwidth shares to competing
applications.
The key advantages of the proxy-based PFS virtualization
technique are that it is transparent to existing PFS deployments
in HPC systems and it can be applied to support different PFS
protocols as long as the proxy can understand the protocols and
handle the I/Os accordingly. By virtualizing PFSes with userlevel proxies, it can be seamlessly deployed on a wide variety
of HPC systems, without any changes to the existing PFS
software and hardware stack. However, there is overhead
associated with this approach, as the use of proxy for I/O
forwarding involves extra I/O processing at the proxy and extra
communication with the native PFS data server. Nonetheless,
our experimental evaluation (Section IV) shows that this
overhead is very small in terms of throughput.
B. Implementation
The proxy-based PFS virtualization is implemented upon
PVFS2, one of the widely-used PFS implementations. The
proxy’s basic functionality is to receive PVFS2 requests from

clients and forward them to its local native PVFS2 server; and
vice versa, to forward the responses from the native server back
to the clients. The proxy performs I/Os asynchronously so that
it can handle many requests from different clients concurrently
without blocking, thereby avoiding the overhead and
complexity of multithreading. To implement a scheduling
algorithm, the proxy maintains a separate queue for buffering
each application’s I/Os and dispatches them based on its
algorithm. The proxy only buffers the PVFS2 I/O requests,
which do not contain the actual requested data, instead of the
actual PVFS2 data flows, so its memory footprint is very small.
The proxy provides a generic interface which can be used to
implement and plug in different scheduling algorithms.
Currently, the proxy has implemented SFQ(D) [17], for basic
proportional sharing of its local storage bandwidth.
To virtualize an existing PVFS2 deployment, the proxy
needs to be started on each PVFS2 sever with a port number
that is different than the native PVFS2 daemon’s port number.
Correspondingly, the port number specified in the native
PVFS2 configuration file (pvfs2tab) on each client needs to be
modified so that the PVFS2 requests can be sent to the proxies
instead of the native PVFS2 daemons. Each proxy can be
dynamically configured via a configuration file, which
specifies the clients that belong to each application (IP
addresses*) and the parameter of the scheduling algorithm (the
weight and depth in SFQ(D)).
IV. EVALUATION
A. Setup
The proposed PVFS2 virtualization is prototyped on the
latest PVFS2 version 2.8.2. The experiment testbed is built
with a set of virtual machines (VMs) hosted on a cluster of
eight DELL PowerEdge 2970 servers. The cluster is connected
by a Gigabit Ethernet and each node has two six-core 2.4GHz
Opteron CPUs, 32GB of RAM, and one 500GB 7.2K RPM
SAS disk. They run Xen 3.2.1 to support VM environments.
Each VM is configured with 1GB RAM and one virtual disk.
All physical and virtual machines run para-virtualized 2.6.18.8
kernel in Ubuntu 8.0.4. PVFS2 is set up on these VMs in a way
that each physical node has eight client VMs and one server
VM. The PVFS2 servers all use EXT3 as the local file system.
IOR (2.10.2) [29] is chosen as the benchmark which uses MPIIO to generate large sequential writes and simulate the typical
I/O patterns (such as check-pointing) in HPC applications.
Each experiment is repeated for multiple runs and both the
average and standard deviation values are reported.
B. Experiment Results
1) Overhead of Proxy-based Virtualization
The first experiment studies the performance overhead of
proxy-based virtualization in terms of throughput, since
throughput is the main concern for most HPC applications with
large I/O requests. Figure 2 compares the throughput between
virtual PVFS2 (with proxy) and native PVFS2 (without proxy)
as the number of clients used by IOR increases while the clientto-server ratio is fixed to 16:1. The results show that the
*

IP-based client identification is feasible because in typical HPC setups the
clients are dedicated to different applications based on the compute node
partitioning. It is conceivable that such identification can be also implemented
by proxying or extending the PFS clients, which will be our future work.
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throughput overhead caused by the proxy is less than 3%.
During all the experiments discussed in this section, it is also
observed that the proxy’s resource usage is very small: in
average it consumes less than 3% CPU and 1MB RAM. These
results prove that the proxy’s overhead is negligible for typical
HPC applications and the proxy-based virtualization is feasible
for parallel storage.
In the following experiments, the proxy-based virtualization
is always employed to provide per-application bandwidth
allocation. Two IOR instances are used to simulate two
concurrent applications, each with a subset of the clients, which
compete for the same set of shared servers.
2) Sensitivity to Depth in SFQ(D)
The second experiment studies the sensitivity to depth (D)
— a parameter in SFQ(D) which specifies the number of
outstanding requests that can be serviced by a storage resource
concurrently. The choice of depth can have a significant impact
on both performance and fairness, because allowing more
outstanding requests can increase the resource utilization but
hurt the isolation between two competing I/O streams. Figure 3
illustrates the throughputs from two concurrent applications,
each with 32 clients, as the depth increases from 1 to 64 (the
desired bandwidth ratio is set to 4:1). The results confirm that
the use of higher depth causes less resource sharing fairness
between the two applications. However, increasing depth does
not improve the combined throughput in our experiment, since
there is not much margin for improvement in our setup
compared to the native PVFS2 throughput. We will further
study the impact of depth in scheduling parallel storage on a
physical machine based setup in our future work. In the
following experiments, the depth is fixed to 2 to support some
degree of concurrency in SFQ(D) while keeping the desired
share ratio.
3) Effectiveness of Proportinal Sharing
The third experiment (Figure 4) studies the effectiveness of
proportional bandwidth sharing as the desired share ratio
changes from 2:1 to 16:1 between two applications, each using
32 clients in the system. The results show that when the desired
ratio is small, the achieved actual ratio is very good (1.9:1 is
achieved for the desired 2:1 ratio). However, as the desired

ratio increases, the effectiveness of proportional sharing is
reduced substantially. When the desired ratio is 16:1, only a
5.8:1 ratio can be actually obtained. We believe that this result
is due to relatively low request rate that can be achieved in our
experiments. The request rates from competing I/O streams
have an important impact to a work-conserving proportional
sharing algorithm such as SFQ. If the application with a higher
bandwidth allocation cannot issue I/Os fast enough to fill up its
queue, it will not be able to fully utilize its allocated share.
Meanwhile, the application with a lower allocation can use the
bandwidth left idle by the other application and thus bring
down the actual share ratio. This conjecture is confirmed by
analyzing proxy log files which record queue depths in the
experiment.
As a further proof, the fourth experiment intentionally
reduces the size of I/O requests from IOR so that the obtainable
request rate is increased. In all the other experiments in this
section, the request size from IOR is 1MB which is then
stripped into four 256KB chunks on the PVFS2 servers. In
contrast, in this experiment, the request size is reduced to
64KB. As a result, in Figure 5, the actual achieved ratio is
much better than Figure 4. Although it still cannot meet the
target ratio when it is 16:1, we believe that it is achievable by
using more clients or changing IOR to issue more than one
outstanding request. These observations also suggest that the
effectiveness of proportional sharing can be improved if the I/O
scheduling can be applied at a finer granularity (such as at the
PVFS2 data flow level†).
The previous two experiments demonstrated that the
scheduling algorithm implemented upon the proxy-based
virtualization layer can achieve reasonable proportional
bandwidth sharing with different ratios, which is impossible to
do on the native PVFS2 setup. The next experiment is designed
to further prove this point by using an asymmetric setup where
the two applications use different numbers of clients. In this
setup, the native PVFS2 is not able to achieve equal bandwidth
sharing for the applications, because the amount of bandwidth
that an application can get is dependent on the number of
clients that it uses. Nonetheless, with the scheduling enabled
upon the proxy-based virtualization layer, almost perfect
fairness can be always obtained even when one application’s
number of clients is much higher than the other (Figure 6).
Notice that the fairness is not as good in the 48:3 case, which is
because the application with only three clients cannot generate
request fast enough to prevent the other from stealing its
allocated bandwidth.
Note that our current SFQ(D)-based scheduling cannot
achieve good proportional sharing when the use of PVFS2
servers is asymmetric between the applications, i.e., one
application uses more servers than the other, because a proxy
can only allocate the bandwidth available on its local server but
not globally across the system. Proportional sharing in this
scenario requires cooperative scheduling across proxies on
different servers and it is part of our ongoing work.
Finally, Figure 7 presents fine-grained throughput
measurements collected every five seconds during one run of
the third experiment discussed above (with a desired ratio of 2
in Figure 4). These real-time throughput results further
demonstrate that good proportional sharing can be also
†

A PVFS2 I/O request is followed by one or multiple small data flows [3].
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towards efficient, application QoS driven storage management.
Our future work will further investigate the effectiveness of our
approach for applications of different data access patterns and
improve it by developing mechanisms for global proportional
bandwidth sharing and deadline-driven I/O scheduling.
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